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CHAPICER I
THE IHTRODUCTIOH
The Problem
The purpose of this study Is to determine which states,
hy the nature of their statutes, allow or forhld Intersohool
boxing In their high schools. The solution of this problem
Involves an attempt to answer the following questions :
1. In which states Is Intersohool boxing not at
variance with the law ?
S* Which states make provisions In their statutes
for boxing In the secondary schools ?
3. Which states Imply In their statutes that Intersohool
boxing Is prohibited ?
4* Which states determine whether or not high school
boxing Is permitted by Common Law ?
-1
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BEED OF THE STODI
1/
Personal Interest of the writer "both as a competitor
and as an instructor of boxing was instrumental in the
selection of this problem.
It is felt that a need exists in that this survey will
reyeal the limitations by law as to the extent an athletic
director may go in arranging for intersohool boxing matches*
This survey will also reveal the liability of the athletic
director, according to the law, in event of a boxing injury
to a pupil while competing in an intersohool contest.
Because of the legal nature of the American System
of public schools, and because of the number of
legal controversies arising in connection with these
schools, a study of School Law should be one of
great importance to educators generally and to school
administrators especially. 2/
It is also felt that this type of survey, which to my
knowledge, has never been done before, will be of value;
1. To Physical Education Schools, in imparting this
legalistic knowledge to their prospective athletic
directors.
2. To specialists and instructors in the boxing field
in knowing in which states they can conduct or can
administer such a sport.
1/ Uat Fleischer, "Boxers in the Service", The Ring Magazine ,
"Tanuary, 1943, Vol. ZXI, Uo.12, p. 26.
2/Prederick J. Weltain,"The Legal Authority of the American
2°^*^°^" Bulletin Io.7, Univ. of Forth Dakota, July, 1930,
nl fii* <.iH Inp
7 >• f fjf'''
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Scope of the Study
For a number of years intersohool "boxing in the high
schools of Louisiana, Virginia, Washington, and a few other
states has been successfully conducted.
"While there has been considerable Interest In hlgh-and
preparatory-school boxing In the entire country, certain
sections haye enjoyed a very popular growth while others hare
remained dormant."
It was the aim of the writer to determine why these
certain states adopted Interschool boxing. In comparison
with the other states which did not foster such a combative
sport for the students In their high schools. To measure
this purpose It was realised that the statutes of all the
states would have to be checked to reveal the answer.
Generally speaking, boxing was banned In most states
until 1916.
Before 1916 there was very little legalized boxing.
.
At the turn of the Century, boxing, or as It was then
called, prize fighting, was legalized In only five
States- -New York, California, Louisiana, Nevada, and
Florida.
About 1915,boxing finally found Its way Into the
statute books of the country. It became legalized In
Hew York through the Walker Boxing Law In 1915. In the
mid-west the first state to legalize boxing was Wisconsin
In 1915. The Wisconsin Law provided for ten round, no
decision bouts. It became the model for many other states
and was widely copied. 2/
1/ T.M.Carruthere. The Official UCA Boxing Guide, Hlgh-and
Treparatory-School Boxing , New York: A. S.Barnes & Co.Tl942,p.44.
Zl "Boxing". Aviation Training Division. OffIce of Haval
Operations, U.S. Uavy, 1943, p. 8.
' •*
-f
There is no donbt that the men who have oome home from
World Wars I and II have brought with them an Increased in-
terest in boxing. This interest is bound to permeate into
more of the secondary schools, colleges, and communities.
As a result, high school boxing will be encouraged and pro-
moted.
At the present time boxing in high schools is
in an era of expansion, and is rapidly finding a
place in the sports curriculum. While boxing has
been legislated against by many high school athletic
associations, yet its growth has been steady, and
the demand constant. ±J
r, 1 " f <> * r '• r
CHAPTEH II
THE PROCEDURE
The information needed for this surTey could be obtained
only from the Attorney-Generals of the various states or
through research of the States Statutes found in the State
House Library, Boston, Massachusetts.
The interview method was not practical because of the
geographical area involved. Therefore it was decided that
a letter ^stating the problem and its purpose was the more
practical means of obtaining the desired information*
It was anticipated if the Attomey-Grenerals of the
different states failed to send the necessary information,
that these missing states statutes, found in the library,
would be examined for the needed data.
Table 1 shows the number of letters sent to, and
returned, by the Attorney-Generals with or without the de-
sired information.
Because of the scope of this study, definite limitations
should be noted.
To begin with, the writer has not had any law training.
Thus a statute interpreted, which might seem clear and
1/ See Appendix, page 68.
"zj Table 1, p. 7.
-5-

meanlngfal to the writer, may be oonstrued by another as
being ambiguous*
Another limitation to be noted is that, in a survey
of laws. a large field is covered. Therefore, the sections
extracted from the statutes were deemed pertinent by the
writer for the purpose of this study.
The interpretations and the conclusions resulting from
this survey will at least give a good indication of the
requirements by law regarding interschool boxing in the
high schools of America*
I
Table 1. letters sent to, and returned "by, the Attorney-
Generals, with or without the desired information.
Ho* of
Letters
Sent
Uo# of
Letters
Returned
'So* of
Letters
Returned
with
lo. of
Letters
Returned
Without
Heeded Data Needed Data
Percentage of
Letters
Returned
with Desired
Information
48 42 24 18' 50^
* Several of the letters were returned without the necessary
data because of state statutes prohibiting Attorney-Generals
from giving advices, opinions, and services*
'"
r, ^-^
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CHAPTER III
ORGAiriZATION, PRESEUTATIOIT AID IITERPRETATIOI OP DATA
The essential features of all the states statutes
relative to the purpose of this survey were extracted,
and set up In a systematic arrangement for presentation.
The states are considered In alphabetical order with
an Interpretation of the statute appearing In a summary
following each law.
The results uncoTered are divided Into four areas,
namely :
1» Interschool boxing not at variance with state
statutes.
2* States which make provision In their statutes
for high school boxing.
3. States which Imply In their statutes prohibition
of high school boxing.
4« States which use Common law to determine whether
or not high school boxing Is allowed or prohibited.
For convenience In reference. Tables S, 3, 4, and 6,
1/
In the Appendix give reports of the findings on each of
the above questions.
1/ Appendix, pages 69,70,71,72.
-8- i-
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ALABAMA
A letter from the Attorney-General, William McQaeen,
Montgomery, Alabama; also, an enclosnre of a oopy of the
boxing and wrestling laws:
'^e are enclosing copies of the rales and regulations
of the Alabama boxing and wrestling commission*"
"These rales and regulations also contain the code
sections under which such regulations are made*"
Alabama General Laws, Regular session, 1939; be It enacted
by the Legislature of Alabama:
Section 1:
That boxing, sparring and wrestling matches and
exhibitions, for purses, where an admission fee
Is charged, are hereby expressly prohibited,
provided, however, that boxing, sparring, and
wrestling matches and exhibitions are hereby
allowed when the same are authorized by and
held under the rules and regulations and control
of the Alabama boxing and wrestling commission
herein established but not otherwise*
Rule 64: Age limit:
ISo contestant under the age of fourteen years,
shall be permitted to box, except amateurs with
express permission of this commission.
Summary ;
As It may seem from the above provision. It would
appear that Rule 64 would allow Interschool boxing. It Is
therefore concluded that Interschool boxing In the high
schools of Alabama would not be at variance with the law.

ARIZOHA
From Arizona Code — 1939— Annotated
VolTime 5 — Article 4 — Chapter 67
Section 401 — Boxing and Sparring :
Boxing and sparring matches may he held within
the state* The matches or exhlhltlons shall be
of not more than ten (10) rounds In length, and
the oontestimtB shall wear during such contest,
gloves weighing at least eight (8) ounces each*
• etc*
67 — 405 Permit necessary
I7o person shall engage In any boxing or sparring
match, unless a permit therefor shall have been
issued. If In an Incorporated olty, by the legis-
lative body thereof; If not, then by the board
of supervisors of the county In which such match
Is to be held* No permit shall be Issued for a
match to be held on a Sunday*
Summary :—
As It may appear from the above provision It would seem
that the common law or policy of the county would determine
whether or not the county board of supervisors would Issue
a license to permit high schools within the county to engage
In Interschool boxing*
: sniTt'i^.j... U.I..' — ij^ aotto?*
" "
' y'TO . ' 'fO . • . , - Sift
,
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/X'jijO eT^jl .LIs.-la iz^zz^li' timifi « e"^«r.irj ,/f>tr,a
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AHKMSAS
From the office of the Attorney-General a letter signed by
the Assistant Attorney-General, Mr. J.B. Bunn; also, an
enclosure of a copy of the boxing laws of 1946.
In looking through sections 12060 to 12068 of Pope's
Digest of the Statutes of Arkansas which gives the informa-
tion concerning the rules of the Arkansas Athletic Conmission,
I failed to find any age limit for contestants in boxing
bouts*
The only material I observed on amateur boxing was
contained in Section 12068 of Pope's Digest of the Statutes
of Arkansas which states :
"That nothing in this act shall be construed so as to
apply to boxing or sparring exhibitions in which all of the
contestants are amateurs.'*
Summary ;—
As it may appear from the above statute regarding
amateur boxing, it would seem that interschool boxing in
the high schools of Arkansas would not be at variance with
the law.
it
CALIPOSUIA
Prom Deering's California Oodes — BnslnesB and Profession
Code— 1944 Article 4 — Licensing :
Section 18672 —
"The Coznmftsslon has the sole direction, management
and control of and Jurisdiction over all licenses
to any person who participates In "boxing contests
or sparring or wrestling matches."
Section 18651 — Amateur School and College Events
This chapter does not apply to any amateur
"boxing contests or sparring or wrestling
matches conducted hy or participated in
exclusively by any school, college, or
university or hy any association or organiza-
tion composed exclusively of schools,
colleges, or universities when each contestant
In such contest or match is a bona fide
student regularly enrolled for not less than
one-half time in a school, college or uni-
versity.
Summary ;
—
As it may appear from the above provision, the state
law makes exception for the provision of boxing in high
schools. It may be, therefore, reasonably assumed that
Interschool boxing in the high schools of California is
not at variance with California law.
*3:::i\u> ' " ' - ..j^ifc TO £jir"rft>;JTioo • rxt .'oo'
.^too'fi^ To
'i
^ li'^ao 'iiioo tolo
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COIORADO
?rom the Attorney-General, H» Lawrence Hlnokley, Denyer,
Colorado, a letter with an enolosnre of the Boxing Laws.
"An Act relating to boxing and sparring matches
,
creating
and establishing a state boxing commission, and repealing
all acts or parts of acts in conflict herewith." (1935)
Section 3 says, "The commission shall have and is hereby
vested with the sole direction, management, control, and
jurisdiction over all such boxing contests, sparring ex-
hibitions, or exhibitions to be conducted, held or given
within the state of Colorado, and no such boxing contest,
sparring match, or exhibition shall be conducted, held
or given within the state, except in accordance with the
provisions of this Act."
Section 9 (o): "TTo contestant under the age of sixteen
years shall be permitted to participate in any such
boxing contest, sparring match or exhibition, save and
except where such contest is a strictly amateur tournament,
and that the contestant does not receive financial remunera-
tion for such participation in the said contest and that
the said contest shall not be over four three-minute rounds
in duration*"
(D): "TTo person shall be admitted to a boxing contest,
sparring match or exhibition under the age of sixteen years,
unless accompanied by his parent or guardian."
Section 12: "No provisions of this Act shall be construed
to apply to any boxing, sparring matches or exhibitions
which are conducted by any school, college, or university
within any building or upon any ground owned or occupied
by said school, college, or university within the state of
Colorado; provided that all contestants in said boxing,
sparring matches and exhibitions are bona fide students
of a regular school, college, or university within the
state of Colorado. However, the term 'school, college
or university* does not include a school or other in-
stitution for the principal purpose of furnishing in-
struction in boxing or other athletics."
SUMMARY:— As it may appear from the above provision
(Section 12) it would seem that interschool boxing in the
high schools of Colorado would not be at variance with
the law.
j}nJ r ~ •'1 t ' (* ,
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COHBECTICUT
Prom the Attorney-General's office, Hartford, Connecticut,
a letter signed by Joseph A. Hoffenberg, Assistant Attorney-
General •
"In view of the fact that this office is,under the laws
of our state, limited in its adyices, opinions, and services
to officers and departments of the State Government we regret
that we are unable to give you the desired information."
"However, informally and with a desire to be of assist-
ance to you in the matter, we refer you to Chapter 119, of
the General Statutes of the Connecticut Revision of 1930,
specifically to section 2805, which excepts from the Juris-
diction of the state Athletic Commissioner Amateur Boxing
Exhibitions or wrestling bouts held under the supervision
of any school, college, or university, having an academic
course of study or of the recognized athletic association
connected with such school, college, or university."
Summary :
—
Ab it may appear from the above provision it would
seem that interschool boxing in the high schools of
Connecticut would not be at variance with the law.
TUOITOaHHOO
lo , -.II i.ii'qiiio OCT a y, iQln e-.v ,t ^ > ' ^ '
,
-. jiLi fio.r
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DELAWAHS
From the office of Earle D# Wllley, Executive Director of
Legislative Reference Bureau, Dover, Delaware:
Chapter 164 of Revised Code of Delaware
,
1935, entitled:
"State Athletic Commission":
—
6533—Section 23 says.
The commission is authorized to promulgate and
enforce rules and regulations for the giving,
holding and conducting of all professional and
amateur Boxing, sparring, or wrestling matches
or exhibitions, conducted for profit or for which
an admission fee is charged or received, directly
or indirectly.
6522— Section 12
TTo person under the age of eighteen years shall
participate in any "boxing, or wrestling match or
exhibition; and no children under sixteen years
of age shall be permitted to attend as spectators,
unless accompanied by parents or Guardians*
Summary ;—
As the majority of high school boys are under eighteen
years of age, it would seem that the boxing law would
practically forbid interschool boxing in the high schools
of Delaware*
1-4. %-l~r.
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FLORIDA
Prom Florida Statutes-^ 1941 — Volume 1, Chapter 548
entitled "Pngilietlo Exhibitions."
Section 548.01—Prize fighting, pngillBtio exhibitions;
—
Any person who shall voluntarily engage in any
pugllistlo exhibition, fight or encounter, with
or without gloves, between man and man, or in an
exhibition or fight between man and bull, or
between man and any other animal, for money or
anything of value, or upon the result of which
any money or anytlilng of value, is to be collected,
acquired, bet or wagered, or to see which any
admission fee is charged, directly or indirectly,
shall be punished by a fine of not less than two
thousand five hundred, nor more than five thousand
dollars, or by imprisonment for not more than
five years*
Section 548.03—Pugilistic Exhibition defined;
—
By the term "Pugilistic Exhibition" ."encounter
or fight, with or without gloves, " as used in
this chapter, is meant any voluntary fight or
personal encounter, by blows, between two or
more persons, for money, prize of any character,
points, distinction or fame, or other thing of
value, or upon the results of which any money
or thing of value is bet or wagered, or for which
an admission fee is charged, directly or indirectly;
provided, that nothing contained herein or in any
law or municipal regulation shall be construed
as applying to boxing exhibitions held by and under
the auspices of the American Legion, Disabled
American Veterans, Spanish-American War Veterans,
or companies or detachments of the Florida National
Guard, Y.M.C.A., or any college which is a member
of any recognized amateur athletic association
and the Clrculo Cubana Club, a charitable organization
now in existence whether an admission fee is .
charged or not; provided further, that no prize
fight shall be held or permitted under the pro-
visions of this chapter for a national or inter-
national title.

V17
FLORIDA f continued)
Stunmary ; —
•
Although the law makes definite exceptions permitting
certain organizations to hold hoxing contests, it does not
except high schools. It, therefore, appears from the above
provisions that interschool boxing in the high schools of
Florida is forbidden.

1&
GEORGIA
Prom Acts and Resolutions of the General Assembly of the
State of Georgia— 1937.
No. 500:
Boxing, sparring and wrestling matches or
exhlhltlons for prizes or purses, or where
an admission fee Is charged or received,
may "be held within the State, except on
Sundays, sub;)ect to the direction, management,
and control of the State Athletic Commission;
which is hereby vested with the sole jurisdiction
over all such matches and exhibitions to be
conducted in this State; provided, however,
that any exhibitions which are conducted by
any school, college, or university; within any
building or upon any grounds owned or occupied
by said school, college, or university within
this State, shall not be subject to the pro-
visions of this Act requiring licenses, as
herein provided, even though an admission fee
is charged; provided, however, the term, * school,
college, or university', does not include a
school or other institution the principal
purpose of which is to furnish instruction in
boxing, wrestling or other athletics.
Summary ;--
As it may appear from the above provision, the state
law makes exception for the provision of boxing in high
schools. It may be reasonably concluded then, that inter-
school boxing in the high schools of Georgia is not at
variance with Georgia law.

IDAHO
Prom Idaho Code — 1932— Annotated, Voltune 3— Title 53
—
Chapter 5.
53-608 glTes the State Athletic Commission sole power and
jurisdiction over all boxing, sparring and wrestling matches
held within the state.
53-511: Boxing, Sparring and wrestling matches— License fee,
when not necessary.
Whenever amateur boxing, wrestling or sparring
matches or exhibitions are held tinder the
anspices or sanction of any amateur athletic
union, any Boy Scout organization, any Young
Men's Christian Association, any Knights of
Columbus organization or any public school or
higher educational institution of this state,
the license fee necessary under this chapter
shall not be required.
Suimnary;*-
As it may appear from the above provision, the state
law makes exception for the provision of boxing in high
schools. It may be reasonably concluded then, that inter-
school boxing in the high schools of Idaho is not at
variance with Idaho law.

20
ILLIHOIS
From Illinois Revised Statutes — 1943
Chapter 104/6— Athletic Exhibitions
Section 8 "When Matches or Exhibitions may be held."
"When License not required."
Boxing, sparring and wrestling matches or ex-
hibitions for prizes or purse, or where an
admission fee Is charged or received may be
held within the State of Illinois, except on
Sunday, subject to the direction, management,
and control of the State Athletic Commission
which Is hereby vested with the sole Jurisdiction
over all boxing, sparring and wrestling matches
and eidilbltlons to be conducted within this
State, provided, however, that any such boxing,
sparring or wrestling matches or exhibitions
which are conducted by any school, college, or
university within any building or upon any
ground owned or occupied by said school, college,
or university within the State of Illinois
shall not be subject to the provisions of this
Act, requiring licenses, herein provided, even
though an admission fee is charged. However,
the term, * school, college or university* does
not Include a school or other institution for
the principal purpose of providing instruction
In boxing, wrestling or other athletics
•
Summary ;—
As it may appear from the above provision, the state
law makes exception for the provision of boxing in high
schools* It may be, therefore, reasonably assumed that
Interschool boxing in the high schools of Illinois is not
at variance with Illinois law.
1 r
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From Walter Hinger, Secretary, State Athletic Commission,
Indianapolis, Indiana, a copy of the 1946 hoxlng laws:
Chapter 93 of the Laws of the General Assembly of the
State of Indiana, 1931 Session, ApproTed, March 9, 1931.
Hules and regalatlons and the law governing hoxlng and
wrestling:
Rule 114 gives the State Athletic Commission power to
control, penalize, and discipline any person, club,
corporation, or association tmder its Jurisdiction for
a violation of the letter or spirit of the laws and rules.
Rule 113 says:
Uo amateur boxing, sparring, or wrestling match
or exhibition, which is defined to be one in
which the participants receive no compensation,
gift, emoluments, or percentage of the gate
receipts, either directly or indirectly, shall
be subject to the provisions of the law and
such matches are permitted without license or
supervision of the commission.
Summary :
—
As it may appear. Rule 113 exempts amateur boxing
from the state law. It would appear, therefore, that
amateur boxing, which is the type of boxing used in high
school, would not be at variance with the law.
S v.^ X
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IOWA
Prom Volume II Cod© of Iowa — 1946
Chapter 727 entitled "Affrays and Prize Pights"-
Seotion 727.5— Boxing Contest, Sparring Exhibition.
Whoever engages In any boxing contest or sparring
exhibition witfe or without gloves for a prize,
reward, or anything of value at whioh an ad-
mission fee is charged or received, either
directly or indirectly, and whoever knowingly
aids, abets, or assists in any such boxing
contest or sparring exhibition and any owner or
lessee of any ground lot, building, hall, or
structure of any kind knowingly permitting the
same to be used for such boxing contest or
sparring exhibition, shall be fined not ex-
ceeding three hundred dollars or imprisoned
in the county Jail not exceeding ninety days.
Summary;--
As it may appear from the above provision it would
appear that from the spirit of the above law, interschool
boxing in the high schools of Iowa would be prohibited.
^0 t lTf
KAirSAS
Prom General Statutes of Kansas (Annotated) 1935.
Chapter 74— Article 89 Athletic Commission-
Section 74-2901— "Designation of Commissioners; expenses:"
That the Athletic Directors at the University
of Kansas, Lawrence, the Kansas State Agricultural
College, Manhattan, and the Kansas State Teachers
College, Emporia, are hereby designated as the
Athletic Commission of the State of Kansas, and
shall have powers and duties as hereinafter set
forth, in addition to his present duties.
Section 74-290E—"Powers and Duties; licenses; Pees, Disposi-
tion."
That the Athletic Commission of the State of
Kansas shall have general charge and supervision
of all boxing, sparring, wrestling, exhibitions
held in the state of Kansas, and it shall have
the power, and it shall be its duty; first: to
make and publish rules and regulations governing
in every particular the conduct of boxing,
sparring and wrestling exhibitions, the time and
place thereof, etc*, second: to accept
publications (applications) for and issue licenses
to any bona fide patriotic organization, benevolent,
fraternal, or religious organization, or local
unit thereof desiring to promote boxing, sparring
and wrestling exhibitions which has been in
existence and has held meetings at popular inter-
vals during the entire year immediately preceding
the granting of the license and to revoke the
same at Its pleasure; etc.
Summary*—
As it appears, the second part of Section 74-2902 of
the above law would seem that high schools would have little
difficulty obtaining permission from the State Athletic
Commission to hold boxing bouts. It, therefore, can be con-
cluded that interschool boxing in the high schools of Kansas
would not be at variance with the law*
0 no
0
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KMTUCKY
A letter from the office of Eldon S* Dummit, Attorney-
General, Frankfort, Kentucky:
"Prize fighting and wrestling in this state are
controlled hy the department of Business Regulation,
pursuant to chapter 229 of the Kentucky revised statutes
entitled, 'Priae Fighting and Wrestling.*
Briefly, the chapter provides that the Department of
Business Regulation shall have sole control over all boxing
matches and exhibitions held by any person. All boxing
matches are required to be licensed. However, KRS 229-080
provides that the department of business regulation may
issue a permit without payment of any tax or license to an
accredited college, university, school or YMCA, to hold
boxing matches or exhibitions to be held by and between
bona fide students or members of those accredited schools;
moreover, no boxer or wrestler, who has received any fee,
purse, or other monetary compensation, shall be eligible
to appear in any match or exhibition sponsored by such
schools.
Summary ;—
As it may appear from the above provision it would
seem that Interschool boxing in the high schools of
Kentucky would not be at variance with the law*
tI
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lOUISIAUA
?rom the Department of Justice, Offices of the Attorney-
Greneral, Baton Rouge, Louisiana; a letter signed by J. Clyde
Pearoe, Special Assistant Attorney-General; also an enclosure
of the Louisiana High School Boxing Laws:
"As a "background to your inquiry, boxing or sparring
contests of not more than twenty rounds, with gloves of not
less than five ounces in weight, may be held by any in-
corporated athletic club or association chartered under
the laws of Louisiana, etc. Act 63 of 1914,"
"Act 279 of 1936 created a State Athletic Association,
composed of three members, with power to have full authority,
regulations and control over all boxing and wrestling con-
tests or exhibitions in the state of Louisiana. Excepted
from the provisions of this Act were amateur contests or
exhibitions sanctioned by the Southern A.A.U. Later, by
Act 110 of 1942, the authority of this commission was
transferred to the Department of Public Safety."
Prom the handbook entitled, "Louisiana High School
Athletic Association," number three of the by-laws as revised
in 1944, says, "The Louisiana State High School Athletic
Association recognizes boxing as a major sport."
Summary :
—
As it may appear from the above provisions, interschool
boxing in the high schools of Louisiana is definitely per-
mitted*
-si en'
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MAXITE
?roin the office of the Maine State Boxing CommiBsion,
Augusta, Maine, a letter signed by Richard Webster,
clerk; also, an enclosure of a copy of the Maine Boxing
Hales of 1946.
Statute— Instructions, Rules and Regulations Relating to
Boxing.
Section 8 says, "The conunission shall have, and hereby is
vested with the sole direction, control and Jurisdiction
over all boxing contests and is hereby empowered to in-
stitute and promulgate all rules and regulations, therefor.
Rule 3 of the above statute says: "No contestant under the
age of seventeen shall be allowed to engage in any boxing
contest.*^
Mr. Webster in his letter says in regard to rule 3, "This
rule is applicable to both amateur and professional boxers
in this state, and is strictly enforced."
Summary ;
—
As it may seem from the above provision of the statute,
the law prohibits boys under seventeen from boxing. It can,
therefore, be concluded that because most high school boys
are under that age, boxing in the secondary schools is
prohibited.
DC
MAHYIAHD
From the offloe of the State Athletie Oommlssion, Baltimore
»
Maryland, a letter signed by Joseph M* Kelly, Secretary.
Also, a oopy of the hoxlng laws for 1946.
Mr. Kelly in his letter says in part, "Yonr letter was
addressed to the Attorney-General; he in turn asked me to
reply to your request. I am therefore enclosing you a copy
of our state law and regulations which I trust will suit
your purpose; incidentally, our law does not prohibit high
school boxing."
Act Creating State Athletic Commission—Section 1-116-D says;
in part : The commission shall have and hereby is vested
with the sole direction, management, control of
and Jurisdiction over all boxing and sparring
and wrestling matches and exhibitions to be
conducted, held or given within the state, by
any person, club, corporation or association.
Under "Provisions and Duties imposed upon Clubs and other
Rules"— Rule 40 says, "Ho person under seventeen years of
age shall be allowed to take part in a boxing or wrestling
contest."
Rule 47 under the same heading says, "If a case occurs which
is not, or which is alleged not to be provided for by these
rules, it shall be determined by the members of the State
Athletic Commission in such manner as they think just and
conformable to the wages and best interests of boxing."
Rule 54 says, "any of the foregoing rules may be altered
or amended by a majority vote of the commission."
.1 r. ?
1W 1 0* /
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MARYLAFD (continned)
Cozomdnt: Rales 54 and 47 would seem to abrogate rule 40
In regard to Mr. Kelly's statement, "our law does not
prohibit high school boxing*''
Prom the Handbook on Athletics of the Public Schools of
Baltimore , 1941.
Under "Boxing":
1. "Boxing is recognized as a regular interscholastic sport
subject to the same careful control and regulations
accorded all other competitive activities. Boxing
shall be under the control of the committee appointed
by the school athletic representatives."
3. Rules : "Boxing shall be governed by the Baltimore
Interscholastic Boxing Rules as printed in this booklet.
Summary ;—
As it may seem from the above provisions it would
appear that interschool boxing is definitely permitted in
the high schools of Baltimore.

MASSACHUSETTS
From General Laws of Massachusetts — 1932,
Chapter 147, Section 39,
"No contestant tinder eighteen fl8) years of age shall he
permitted to engage in any hoxing or sparring match or
exhihition."
Furthermore, the law says:
^ISo person under sixteen (16) years of age shall he
admitted to or he present at any hoxing or sparring match
or exhihition."
Summary ;
—
As it may appear from the aho7e provision, it would
seem that Interschool hoxing is definitely forhldden in
Massachusetts schools due to the fact that the majority
of pupils in high schools are under eighteen years of age.
I-. »- f»
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MICHKJAK
Prom the offloe of the Attorney-General, a letter
signed by John A. Gradshaw, Deputy Attorney-General.
"Under our School Code provision Is made for classes
In Physical Education, but whether Boxing Is taught or
Interclass boxing engaged In Is a matter for local determina-
tion by the several school districts. In other words, the
statute neither mandatorily requires or prohibits such activ-
ity, but a rule of the Michigan High Schools Athletic Associa-
tion forbids Interschool boxing.
The statute regulating commercial boxing being Act 205,
public acts of Michigan for 1939, specifically excepts from
Its operation amateur boxing matches or exhibitions con-
ducted or participated In exclusively by any school when
each contestant Is a bona fide amateur. The term 'school*
as used In that Act does not Include one existing for the
principal purpose of furnishing Instruction In boxing."
Summary ;
—
As It may appear from the above statement the policy
of the Michigan High School Athletic Association forbids
interschool boxing. However, according to the States
Statute (Act 205) Interschool boxing in the high schools
of Michigan would not be at variance with the law.

MIUKBSOTA
From the office of the Athletic Commission, St. Paul, Minne-
sota, a letter signed by James M, Waters, Secretary; also,
an enclosure of a copy of the boxing laws.
From the Act of 1946, relating to boxing and sparring ex-
hibitions; Creating the State Athletic Commission; Providing
penalties for violation, and repealing General Statutes,
1923, Sections 3261 to 3260, inclusive, and repealing General
Statute 1927, Sections 10286, so far as inconsistent herewith.
The law, Hules and Regulations—State Athletic Commission
of Minnesota.
Section 6, "The State Athletic Commission shall have charge
and supervision of all boxing and sparring ex-
hibitions held in the State of Minnesota "
Section 11, "The Commission shall make rules, and regulations
to govern the holding of amateur boxing ex-
hibitions within the State and such rules and
regulations shall conform as nearly as practie-
cally can be to the rules and regulations pre-
scribed by the Amateur Athletic Association
for the holding of amateur boxing and sparring
exhibitions. The promoter or holder of any
amateur bout for which any charge is made
shall be liable to pay the ten per cent of
gross receipts as hereinbefore provided."
Rule 1 of Part III of the boxing laws says,
"Ho competitor shall be permitted to take part
in a boxing contest unless he is 16 years of
age, a registered amateur, and has been ex-
euBined immediately before the contest by a
sanctioned physician."
Summary ;
—
As it may appear from the above provision it would seem
that boxing would be permissible by law in the senior high
schools in Minnesota or in schools where boys 16 years of
age or over matriculate.
ii
MISSISSIPPI
Prom Mlsalsalppl Code 1942-— Annotated
Voltime 6 — Title 33 — Chapter 1
Section 89S6 gives the State Athletic ConmlsBion full
control and jurisdiction over all boxing, sparring, and
wrestling zoatches or exhibitions conducted in the state*
However, Section 8935 says, "Certain Matches Exempted".
"Boxing, sparring and wrestling matches in
colleges, universities or high schools shall
be exempted from the Jurisdiction of the
commission herein created and shall be permitted
and supervised by the governing body of such
high schools, college, or university."
Suimarx:—
As it may appear from the above provision, the state
law makes exception for the provision of boxing in high
schools. It may be reasonably concluded, that interschool
boxing in the high schools of Mississippi is not at variance
with Mississippi law.
i
MISSOURI
Prom the HeTleed Statutes of Mlssotirl— 1939
Voltune 2— Chapter 106 entitled, "Athletic Commission".
Section 14604 gives the State Athletic Commission general
charge and supervision of all "boxing, sparring, and wrestling
exhibitions held In the state of Missouri.
Section 14604, second part, says,
"to accept application for and Issue licenses to
any bona fide patriotic, benevolent, fraternal
or religious organization or local unit thereof,
desiring to promote boxing, sparring and wrestling
exhibitions which has been In existence and has
held meetings at regular Intervals during the
year Immediately preceding the granting of the
license."
Section 14605 says,
"provided further, that the provisions of this
chapter shall not apply to amateur wrestling
matches which are held by patriotic, benevolent,
fraternal, educational or religious organizations
where the contestants do not receive a monetary
consideration for their services.''
Summary ; ^-
As it may appear from the second part of Section 14604
the law does not Include the acceptance of applications for
the issuing of boxing licenses from educational institutions.
In Section 14605, the law makes provisions for wrestling in
educational institutions, but not for boxing in such in-
stitutions. It may, therefore, be concluded that interschool
boxing Is prohibited in the high schools of Missouri.
to
iT I
MOKTAUA
A letter from R.7. Bottomly, Attorney-General, Helena,
MontcLna:
"A search reveals that we have no statutes referring
specifically to high school boxing In line with the
survey which you are conducting; however, two of our
statutes may be In point, and may be of some service
to you*"
Section 4554, Revised Code of Montana, 1936, provides:
The commission shall have and Is hereby Invested
with the sole direction, management, and control
and jurisdiction over all boxing and sparring
matches to be conducted, held or given within
the state and by any club, corporation or
association.
nothing In this act shall be construed as relating
to or prohibiting amateur boxing or wrestling
exhibitions conducted In and by regularly organized
amateur clubs, schools and gymnasiums*
Summary ;
—
As It may appear from the above statute It would seem
that Interschool boxing In the high schools of Montana would
not be at variance with the law.

lEBHASEA
Prom Revised Statutes of Nebraska— 1943 — Voltune 4
—
Article 12 "Boxing Matohes".
Section 71—1801 "Boxing Matohes; Powers of Department of
Health"—
The Department of Health shall have sole direction,
management, control and Jurisdiction over all
wrestling, boxing, and sparring matches, and
exhibitions to be held within the state except
such as are conducted by universities, colleges,
and high schools
Summary:
—
As it may appear from the above provision, it would
seem that Interschool boxing in the high schools of Nebraska
would not be at variance with the law.
im *1
From Hevada Compiled Laws—* Supplement 1931-1941—Volume 1
Section 905.02 glyes the Uevada Athletic Commiesion sole
direction, management and control over all boxing contests
given within the State of Uevada.
Section 905,14 "Amateur Contests Excepted".
The provisions of this Act shall not apply to any
amateur boxing, sparring or wrestling matches, con^
tests or exhibitions or any combination thereof
conducted by or participated in exclusively by
any school, college, or university, when each
contestant in such matches is a bona fide student
in such school, college, or university.
Summary ;—
As it may appear from the above provision, the state
law makes exception for the provision of boxing in high
schools. It may be, therefore, reasonably assumed that
interschool boxing in the high schools of Nevada is not
at varismoe with the law.
.wjaX
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HAMPSHIRE
From the office of the Attorney-General, a letter signed "by
Marion G* Alexander, research assistant*
"In reply to yonr letter of September 23rd,
please be advised that we have in this state
a statute relative to athletic exhibitions
which includes boxing* In that statute,
however, is the following section,
'All amateur boxing or wrestling bouts
except those conducted by a school,
college, or university at which ad-
mission fees are charged shall come
under the provisions of this chapter*'"
R.I.C. 172, S. 20
Summary:
—
As it may appear from the above provision, it would
seem that interschool boxing in the high schools of ITew
Hampshire would not be at variance with the law*
I
ra7 JERSEY
Proa the office of the State Athletlo Commissioner, Trenton,
Hew Jersey, a letter signed by John J. Hall, Comnissioner :
"Instraotional boxing and interolass boxing as
part of a physical education program are not
at variance with the ITew Jersey law. The high
schools do not sponsor interschool competition."
Prom Revised Statutes of Ifew Jersey — 1937— Volume 1
Title 5 — Chapter 2. "Boxing and Wrestling Exhibitions".
1;
Section 5:2-6 gives the State Athletic Commissioner sole
direction, management, control, and supervision over all
I
boxing, wrestling and sparring exhibitions and performances.
Section 5: 2-8 gives the Commissioner power to issue licenses
at his discretion to any applicant therefor.
Summary :
—
Although the high schools do not sponsor interschool
boxing competition, it would seem that from the above pro-
vision and statement of Mr. Hall that interschool boxing in
the high schools of Hew Jersey would not be at variance with
the law«
c, r.A. •.
1
ra? MEXICO
Prom the Department of Justice, Santa Fe, lew Mexico, a
letter signed by William R. Pederlcl, Assistant Attomey-
Greneral •
"In 1946, the Legislature of Hew Mexico passed an
Act (Chapter 82, Laws of 1945) creating county
and municipal boxing commissions, and In that Act
It was expressly provided that 'no public or
private school shall be required to obtain such
permit' under the Act."
"I know of high schools where Instructions In
boxing are given, and last year they did hold
an Interschool boxing competition In the state.
As I understand It, they followed the Association
rules of the State of Wisconsin."
Summary;—
As It may appear from the above provision It would seem
that Interschool boxing In the high schools of 5ew Mexico
would not be at variance with the law.
o
ISM YOHK
Prom the Oonsolidated Lswa of TSeir York— Annotated
Book of Unoonaolldated Laws—1942
Title 25
Seotion 9101 gives the State Boxing CommiBSion general
charge and stiperviBion over all boxing, sparring and
wrestling matches held within the State of Hew York.
Seotion 9130 entitled "Exceptions":
ITone of the provisions of this Act shall apply
to any tinlverslty, college, school or other
Institution of learning recognized by the
regents of the State of Uew York; nor to any
sparring, boxing, or wrestling contests or
exhibition where the contestants are all
amatenre and sponsored by or under the super-
vision of any such institution.
Summary :—
As it may appear from the above provision, the state
law makes exception for the provision of boxing in high
schools. It may be, therefore, reasonably assumed that
interschool boxing in the high schools of TTew York is not
at variance with ITew York law.
ct f
c
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HORTH CAROIIITA
From the Department of Justice, a letter signed "by Clifton W.
Beckwith, Director, Division of Legislative Drafting,Raleigh,
N«C#; also, an enclosure of excerpts of General Statutes
covering prize fighting:
Article 18- "Powers of Municipal Corporations"
160-200 Corporate Powers says, "To prohibit prize-fighting,
cock and dog fighting."
14-271— Engaging in and betting on prize fights:
If any two or more persons engage in a prize
fight, sparring match or glove or fist contest
for money or other valuable prize or stake: or
if any person bets or lays a wager on the result
thereof or advise, aid or abet in any way whatever
in promoting the same, he shall be fined not less
than five hundred dollars, or imprisoned in the
state prison or Jail for not less than one year
nor more than five years, or both, in the discretion
of the court, frev. s 3707; 1895 c 28, ss 1-4;
c. C. 4412)
Local Modification
Robeson: Pub 1. g.o* 1935, o 270, vance: Pub loc 1927 o 497
Article 3: The Governor
147-12: "Powers and Duties of Governor"
Sec* 6:
If he be apprised by the affidavits of two
responsible citizens of the state that there
is imminent danger that the statute , forbidding
prize fighting is about to be violated, he shall
use as far as necessary the civil and military
power of the state to prevent it and to have the
offenders arrested and bound to keep the peace.
(Rev s 5828, code s 3320; 1869-9, c 270, s 27, 1870-
71 C 111, 1883, c 71; 1895 c. 28 s 5; 1905 o 446
c. s. 7636.)
--• ^ r *-»T
NORTH CAROLIHA (oontinued)
Mr# Beokwlth In his letter says.
"We have no state-wide statute covering boxing
in high schools 8ind nntil interrupted by the War,
interest in interschool high school boxing was
widespread thronght the state, a state boxing
tournament being held at the University of
Uorth Carolina each year."
Summary ;—
Although the state laws forbid prize fighting, I was
unable to find any mention of amateur boxing. The common
law seems to prevail in that interschool boxing among the
high schools is permissible as explained by Mr. Beckwith's
letter.

4&
UORTH DAKOTA
Prom the office of the Attorney-General, Bismarck, Horth
Dakota, a letter signed by Richard P. Rausch, Assistant
Attorney-General
}
"This will acknowledge receipt of your letter
of September 23, 1946, relative to boxing, and
to advise that copies of the boxing laws of
this state are not available."
"YoTi are further advised that I have been
unable to find a state statute which prohibits
boxing in the high schools of this state."
From Horth Dakota Revised Code of 1943—Volume V—Title 53.
Chapter 53-01 "State Athletic Commission"
Section 53-0116 gives the Commission power to make rules
«aid regulations governing the holding of amateur and pro-
fessional boxing and wrestling exhibitions within the state.
Section 53-0118, however, says.
"All boxing, sparring and wrestling exhibitions
held in the high schools, the schools of higher
learning, and Young Men's Christian Associations
in this state, and those participating therein,
shall be exempted from the provisions of this
chapter."
Summary ;—
As it may appear from the above provision, the state
law makes exception for the provision of boxing in high
schools. It may be, therefore, reasonably assumed that
interschool boxing in the high schools of ITorth Dakota is
J^'t__at^v:ariangeL with liLorth Dakota law.
-1
OHIO
Prom Baldwin's Ohio Oode— Annotated— 1936
Section 18802:
Whoever agrees to fight and wilfully fights or
boxes at flstlotiffs or engages In a public sparring
or boxing exhibition without gloves or with gloves,
or aids, assists, attends such boxing exhibition
or glove fight, or being an owner or lessee of
grounds, or a lot, building, hall, or structure,
permits It to be used for such exhibition or
purpose, shall be fined not more than $250. 00
or Imprisoned not more than three months or both.
Section 12803: "Exceptions"
The next preceding section shall not apply to
a public gymnasium or athletic club, or any of
the exercises therein. If written permission for
the specific purpose has been obtained from the
sheriff of the county, or If the exercises or
exhibitions are within the limits of a municipal
corporation, from the mayor of such corporation.
However, a footnote under the above laws says,
Section 12803 does not empower a mayor of a
municipality to create or appoint a boxing
commission or advisory board for the purpose
of approving applications for permission to
hold boxing exhibitions within a municipality
or for the purpose of supervising and regulating
such events after permission to hold the same
has been granted by the mayor, neither does
Section 12803 authorize the mayor of a municipality
to charge a fee for granting permission to
hold a boxing exhibition within a municipality.
"1933 O.A.G. Uo. 1635."
Summary :
From the above provisions It would seem that from the
spirit of the law, Interschool boxing In the high schools
of Ohio would be forbidden by law.
tr
,
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OKLAHOMA
From the office of the Attorney-General, Oklahoma City,
Oklahoma, a letter signed "by J.H. Johnson, Assistant
Attorney-General
.
"The Attorney-General is prohibited by law
from giving legal advice or Information to
private Individuals. The writer personally
advises, however, that he Is not familiar
with any law In this state which deals
specifically with high school boxing."
11 O.S« 1941 1331 Is as follows:
Every person who engages In, Instigates,
encourages or promotes, any ring or prize
fight or any other premeditated fight or
contention, whether as principal, aid,
second, umpire, surgeon or otherwise,
although no death or personal Injury
ensues. Is guilty of a misdemeanor.
Summary ;
—
Prom the above statement It would appear that Inter-
school boxing In the high schools of Oklahoma would be
forbidden by law.
c
t
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OHBGOir
Prom the office of the Attorney-General, Salem, Oregon,
a letter signed by Willis S. Moore, Assistant Attorney-
General :
"I refer you to Chapter 25 of Title 95, Oregon
Compiled Laws Annotated, whioh relates to boxing
commissions to be appointed by the mayors of the
cities and towns where said commissions shall
have control and ^urisdiotion, and provides that
the (rovernor. Secretary of State, and Attorney-
General shall act as an advisory board when
questions involving said commissions arise.
It is farther provided that the commissions
shall have Jurisdiction over all boxing and
wrestling competitions within the county in
which they are located."
Summary ;—
As it appears from the above statement, the boxing
commissions are different in each county of the state.
Therefore, with no definite state law as to the government
of amateur boxing, it would seem that the prevailing
attitude of the different counties or common law would
determine whether or not high school boxing was permitted
or prohibited.

PETJTTSYIiYAiriA
From Purdon*s Pennsylvania Statutes — 1936
Title 4— Chapter 1
Seotlon 1 gives the State Athletic Commission sole direction
and jurisdiction over all boxing, sparring and wrestling
matches or exhibitions held within the state.
Section 9 set the age at eighteen (18) years or above for
participation in boxing contests.
Section 23, however, says:
Hone of the provisions of this Act shall apply
to boxing, sparring, or wrestling matches con-
ducted or sponsored by or for any university,
college, or secondary school, wherein all of
the contestants are students regularly enrolled
as such in the university, college, or secondary
school participating in such matches. In all
such cases, such matches shall be conducted
under the supervision, management and control
of the authorities of the university, college,
or secondary school conducting or sponsoring
the same, or under the supervision and control
of an intercollegiate, or Interscholastlc associa-
tion of which all participating colleges or
universities, and secondary schools are members.
Summary ;
—
As it may appear from the above provision, the state
law makes exception for the provision of boxing in high
schools. It may be, therefore, reasonably concluded that
interschool boxing in the high schools of Pennsylvania is
not at variance with Pennsylvania law.

RHODE ISLAITD
Prom the Exeontlve Department; Racing and Athletics Commission
a letter signefl. "by Charles Reynolds, supervisor of
athletics. Providence, Rhode Island; also an enclosure of
a copy of the "boxing laws.
General Laws of Rhode Island, 1939- Chapter 16 H 548- State
of Rhode Island, January session, 1940.
An Act
"In amendment of Chapter 16 of the General Laws entitled,
"The Division of Athletics".
Section 1. Section 4 of Chapter 16 of the General Laws of
1938, as amended, is hereby further amended to read as
follows:
Sec* 4. Ho "boxing or sparring match or exhibition for a
prize or a purse, or at which an admission fee is
charged, either directly or indirectly, in form of
dues or otherwise, shall take place or be conducted
in this state unless licensed by the Department of
Business Regulations in accordance with this chapter;
provided, however, that the provisions of this
chapter shall not apply to any boxing or sparring
match or exhibition in which the contestants are
amateurs and which is conducted under the supervision
and control of fa) any educational institution
recognized by the Department of Education of this
state, or (b) any religious or charitable organiza-
tion or society engaged in the training of youth
and recognized as such by the Department of Business
Regulations of this state. For the purpose of this
section, any amateur shall be defined to mean a
person who engages in boxing or sparring contests
or exhibitions for which no cash prizes are awarded
to the participants, and for which the prize com-
peted for (if any) shall not exceed in value the
sum of I 25. GO. In no case shall any boxing or
sparring match or exhibition, whether or not
exempted under the foregoing provisions of this
section, occur on Sunday.
rr
RHODE ISLAin) (oontlmied)
Summary;--
As it may aeem from the above provision, the state
law makes exception for the provision of boxing in high
schools. It may be reasonably concluded that interschool
boxing in the high schools of Rhode Island would not be
at variance with the law.
re
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SOUTH CAROLUTA
From the Code of Laws of South Carolina — 1942
Voltune 4—Artiole 11— "Boxing Regulations"
Section 7153
TSo "boxing contest shall be held without first
obtaining permission of the boxing commission
of the ooxLtfy wherein the contest is to be
held, and the contest shall be under the
direct and exclusive control and subject to
such rules, regulations, restrictions or
requirements as said county boxing commission
shall make or issue.
Summary ;--
As it may appear from the above provision it would
seem that the common law or policy of the county would
determine whether or not the county boxing commission
would issue a license to permit high schools within the
county to engage in interschool boxing.
__
-.ryf. -T^-
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SOUTH DAKOTA
Prom South Dakota Code of 1939— Yolttme 3
Title 53— Chapter 53«06 "Boxing and Wrestling"
Section 53.0603 gives the State Athletic Commission sole
direction, management, and jurisdiction over all boxing
matches conducted in the state*
Section 53.0607 gives the commission power to collect a
tax of ten per cent of the total gross receipts of any
hexing contest. However, in this same section, a further
provision says, "The provisions of this section shall not
apply to amateur collegiate or high school boxing or
wrestling matches or exhibitions conducted by an educational
institution."
Summary ;
—
As it may appear from the above provision, the state
law makes exception for the provision of boxing in high
schools. It may be, therefore, reasonably assumed that
interschool boxing in the high schools of South Dakota
is not at variance with South Dakota law.
Boston Unrversity
School of Education
Library
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TEmSSSKB
Prom Mlliams' Annotated Code of Tennessee — 1934
Yoltune 7— Article VII— Chapter B
Section 11039—6674; "Unlawful to engage in prize fighting,
sparring or other hrutal sports; exception of fodfball or
baseball games and scientific boxing exhibitions by certain
clubs . "
It shall be unlawfal for any person or persons
to engage in what is known as prize fighting or
sparring, with or without gloves, or in other
brutal sports or exhibitions, whereby bruising,
maiming, or other serious bodily injury may
result to the boxers or participants; provided,
that this section shall not be construed to
apply to football or baseball games or other
sport not of like sort with prize fighting or
boxing; provided, that nothing in this article
shall be construed to prohibit or declare un-
lawful scientific boxing exhibitions by law-
fully chartered athletic or gymnasium clubs
having a bona fide membership, in accordance
with the provisions hereinafter set out, nor
to render any participants of the same liable
to the penalties of this article*
Summary :—
As it may appear from the above provision, the law
makes exception for boxing in lawfully chartered athletic
clubs but does not except schools* It may, therefore, be
concluded that in view of the spirit of the law in general,
it would seem that intersohool boxing in Tennessee is for-
bidden by law.
'-
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TBIAS
Prom Vernon's Texas Statutes-- 1936— Centennial Edition
Article 614-1 Boxing or sparring contests; Commissioner
of labor; Jiirlsdlction and Powers;
(a) "The promoting, condnoting or maintaining of fistic
combat or wrestling matches, "boxing or sparring contests
or exhibitions for money remuneration, pnrses or prize
equivalent to be received by the participants or contestants,
or where an admission fee thereto or therefor is charged
or received shall be lawful in Texas, except on Stmday,
subject to such supervision by the Commissioner of Labor
Statistics, as such Commissioners possess over theatres
and employees thereof other than performers, and under
the further provisions hereof; provided, however, that
any such contest conducted by educational institutions
and for Texas National Guard units and/or duly recognized
Amateur Athletic organizations shall be exempt from the
provisions of this Act as specified under paragraph (b)
of this section."
(b) It is further provided that any suoh contest or ex-
hibition between students of such institutions which are
conducted by any school, college or university, which does
not have for its primary or principal purpose the teaching
of fistic combat, boxing or sparring, or the science of
wrestling or any such contest or exhibition between members
of suoh units which are conducted by any troop, battery,
company or unit of the Texas national Guard shall not be
subject to the fee or tax or any other provision of this
Act, even though an admission fee is charged, unless the
contestants shall receive money, remuneration, or purse
or prize equivalent for their performances or services
therein.
Summary ;
—
As it may appear from the above provision, the state
law makes exception for the provision of boxing in high
schools* It may be reasonably concluded that interschool
boxing in the high schools of Texas is not at variance with
Texas law*
r1
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UTAH
From the Utah Code— Annotated— 1943
Organic Laws and Titles
Voltune 1— Seotion 1—15
Title 9—- "Boxing Contests and Wrestling Matches"
Seo.9™0"—1 license to hold—Rules of Contest
Boxing contests may be held by any person or
incorporated club upon the prepayment by
such person or club of an annual or current
license to be fixed by Board of Commissioners
or other governing bodies, or incorporated
cities, towns, or counties, except where boxing
contests are prohibited by ordinemce: such
contest must comply with the following rules
and regulations:
Rule (5)—-— No person under the age of
eighteen years without the consent
of parent or guardian shall be
permitted to be a principal in
any match or contest.
Summary;-*
As it mej be seen from the above provision it would
appear that interschool boxing could be permitted in the
high schools of Utah if the parents of would-be pugilists
gave their written consent. Generally speeilcing, it would
seem that interschool boxing would be forbidden due to the
fact that the majority of pupils in high school are under
eighteen years of agSo

SB
TBBMOHT
A letter from the office of the Attomey-Seneral , Alhan J»
Parker, Montpelier, Vermont.
''Vermont does not have In its statutes any laws
relative to Boxing."
Summary :
From the Attorney-General's statement, it wonld appear
that the common law would prevail as to whether or not
interschool boxing is allowed in the high schools of
Vermont
•

VIRSIUIA
From the office of the State Boxing Conmlsslon at Hlobmond,
Virginia, an encloEnire of a copy of the boxing and wrestling
rales for 1946.
Chapter 31 D
State boxing and wrestling oonmission.
Section 585 (61) H "^egalations of Matches."
(o) **iro contestant under the age of 18 years shall be permitted
to participate in any such boxing or sparring contest."
Section 586 (51)
"]7o person under the age of 18 years shall be admitted to a
boxing or sparring exhibition, unless accompanied by his
parents •
"
Section 686 (61)
"Nothing in this act shall be construed to apply to cunateur
sparring exhibitions conducted by or held under the auspices
of any university, college, normal school, or high school of
this state, or religious associations or the American Legion.*
Summary ;
As it may seem from the above provision, the state law
makes an exception for high school boxing. It would appear
then that interschool boxing in the high schools of Virginia
would not be at variance with the law.

WASHIHGTOU
yrom Remington's Revlaed Statntea of Washington—1940
—
Volume 9
Section 8276-7 gives the State Athletic Commission power to
issue and cause to revoke a license to conduct boxing,
sparring or wrestling.
Section 8276-16 determines the fees prescribed for managers,
boxers, wrestlers, seconds, etc. However, a provision in
this section says.
The provisions of this section shall not apply-
to contestants or participants in strictly
amateur contest and/or fraternal organizations
and/or veterans* organizations chartered by
Congress or War Department or any bona fide
athletic club which is a member of the Pacific
northwest Association of the Amateur Athletic
Union of the United States, holding and promoting
athletic contests or smokers and where all funds
are used primarily for the benefit of their
members.
Summary : —
As it may appear from the above provision, the state
law makes provisions for strictly amateur boxing contests
which is the type of boxing that would be used in high school.
It may be, therefore, reasonably assumed that interschool
boxing in the high schools of Washington is not at variance
with the laws of Washington.
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WEST VIRGIiriA
Prom the office of the Attorney-General, a letter signed by
the Assistant Attorney-General, W, Bryan Splllers, Charleston,
West Virginia.
"We have no statutory provision prohibiting boxing In
high schools. Both high schools and colleges In
West Virginia participate In boxing."
"We do not have a copy of the Boxing Law. It may be
found In the West Virginia Code under Article 5 A
of Chapter 297"
Prom the West Virginia Code of 1943, Chapter 29, Article 5, A,
the State Boxing Commission has sole direction and Jurisdic-
tion over all boxing matches conducted In the state.
"Every license shall be subject to such rules euid
regulations and amendments thereto as the commission may
prescribe."
Summary ;—
Prom the statement of the Assistant Attorney-General,
€Uid from the boxing law, the Commissioner has the power to
Issue boxing licenses to high school teams, thereby making
boxing In the high schools of West Virginia permissible by
law.
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WISCOUSIU
From the office of the Attorney-General, Madison, Wisconsin,
a letter signed by Stewart Honeck, Deputy Attomey-
(Jeneral; also, an enclosure of the copy of the boxing law.
Chapter 401 (No •255, S) Laws of 1945
Section 169.13 Part (4) states,
"Ho person under the age of 18 years shall
participate in any professional boxing or
sparring exhibition. Amateur contestants
between 16 and 18 years of age may participate
in amateur boxing or sparring exhibitions
with the consent of their parents or guardian.
Section 169.S2 Part (1) states.
This chapter does not apply to amateur boxing
or sparring exhibitions held under the auspices
and upon the premises of any university, college,
state teachers' college, high school, public
school, parochial school or of any church or
religious corporation of the state in intramural,
interscholastio or intercollegiate or other com-
petition if the participants therein are bona fide
members of such church or religious corporation
or students of their respective schools. All
such boxing or sparring exhibitions shall be
by and with the consent of, and under the super-
vision of the governing body of such university,
college, state teachers* college, high school,
public school, parochial school or church or
religious corporation.
Summary : --
As it may appear from Section 169.22 of the above
provision, it would seem that interschool boxing in the
high schools of Wisconsin is not at variance with the law.
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WYOMIUG
Prom the Wyoming Revised Statutes-- 1931— Annotated—Chapter
15*
Section 15—105— "Provisions for Boxing Matches"
—
The commission shall have and Is hereby vested with
the sole direction, management, control of, and
Jurisdiction over, all "boxing and sparring matches
and exhibitions to be conducted, held or given
within the state by any club, corporation or
association; and no sparring or boxing exhibition
shall be conducted, held or given within the state
except pursuant to authority therefor granted by
the Commissioner and In accordance with the pro-
visions of this act and the rules and regulations
of the Commissioner.
Section 15—111—"Matches under !^ules of Amateur Athletic
Union."
Whenever amateur boxing and sparring matches are
held under the rules of the Amateur Athletic Union,
by any club or organization, the license fee
necessary under this Act or the presence of
Commissioner or deputy shall not be required
of said organization; such matches and exhibitions
shall, however, be subject to the other provisions
of this act as enumerated In a, b, c, and d, of
Section 15—114 provided, amateur boxing and
sparring matches of not more than six rounds'
duration shall be permitted outside of In-
corporated cities, towns; provided further, that
said rounds shall not be permitted for a longer
period than two minutes*
Summary:--
As It may be seen from the above provision, amateur
boxing Is permitted under the Amateur Athletic Rules. A.A.U.
rules forbid boxing for those under 18 years of age. As the
majority of high school pupils are under 18, it would appear
that Interschool boxing In the high schools of Wyoming would
be Impracticable and therefore forbidden by law.
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CHAPTER IV
SUMMARY MD COHCLITSIOFS
The Snimnary
Aa stated in Chapter I, the purpose of this study was
to determine which states "by the nature of their statutes
allowed or forbade interschool hoxing in high schools of
their states. It was also an effort to determine which
states had provisions in their statutes for high school
hexing and which states determined the problem of inter-
school boxing by Common Law.
It seems reasonable,with the data received pertaining
to the laws for each of the forty-eight states, to believe
that this purpose was accomplished.
Through the writer's attempt to sum up the data, it
is conceivable that the four questions stated in Chapter I
have been answered sufficiently.
The four questions are :
1. In which states is interschool boxing not at
variance with the law ?
2* Which states make provision in their statutes for
boxing in the secondary schools ?
r Tf^
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3. Which states imply in their statutes that interschool
boxing is prohibited ?
4« Whioh states determine whether or not high school
boxing is permitted by Common Law ?
The first question. In which states is interschool boxing
not at variance with the law ?, is answered by the results
1/
appearing on Table 2.
Thirty-two (38) states are placed in this category.
They are as follows: Alabama, Arkansas, California, Colorado,
Connecticut, Georgia, Indiana, Illinois, Idaho, Kansas,
Kentucky, Louisiana, Maryland, Michigan, Minnesota,
Mississippi, Montana, Febraska, H^evada, New Hampshire, New
Jersey, New Mexico, New York, North Dakota, Pennsylvania,
Rhode Island, South Dakota, Texas, Virginia, Washington,
West Virginia, Wisconsin.
Minnesota was placed in the above category because of
the fact that a boy must be sixteen years of age to appear
in a boxing contest. It was assumed that this age would be
practicable for boxing in the senior high school.
Kansas was also placed in this category because, although
nothing was mentioned regarding amateur boxing, the spirit
of the law seemed to imply that permission would be granted.
l/ See Appendix, page 69
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This ooncluslon appeared more evident when it was found that
the Boxing Commissioners of the state are made up solely of
the Athletic Directors of the colleges within that sovereignty
The second question. Which states make provisions in
their statutes for boxing in the secondary schools?, is
answered by the results appearing in Table 3.
~"
Twenty-three (23) states are placed in this category.
They are as follows: California, Colorado, Connecticut,
Georgia, Idaho, Illinois, Kentucky, Maryland, Michigan,
Mississippi, Montana, ITebraska, Nevada, Hew Hampshire,
New Mexico, New York, North Dakota, Pennsylvania, Rhode
Island, South Dakota, Texas, Virginia, Wisconsin.
It must be noted that, although the law makes provision
for boxing in schools, it does not necessarily mean that the
policy of the state's high school athletic association is
in accord.
For example, Michigan forbids intersohool boxing. This
Is the ruling of the State High School Athletic Association,
although the state's statutes permit amateur boxing conducted
by any schools.
The third question. Which states imply in their
statutes that intersohool boxing is prohibited ?, is
2/
answered by the results appearing in Table 4. —
'
l/ See Appendix, page 70.
2/ See Appendix, page 71.
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Eleven (11) states are placed in this category. They
are as follows: Delaware, Florida, Iowa, Massachusetts,
Maine, Missouri, Ohio, Oklahoma, Tennessee, Utah, and
Wyoming
•
Of these, Delaware, Massachusetts, Utah, and Wyoming
have a minimum age limit of eighteen (18) years, while
Maine has a minimum age limit of seventeen years for con-
testants In boxing bouts.
Although the Utah law lists eighteen (18) years as
the minimum age for a contestemt In a boxing bout. It
also contains a provision stating that a contestant under
18 may appear In a boxing contest If he has the consent of
his parents.
Prom the spirit of the statutes of Tennessee, Ohio,
Oklahoma and Iowa, It would seem that boxing Is abhorred
In general and definitely frowned upon by the law.
Florida, on the other hand, had to appear In this
category because of the fact that, although the law was
very lenient In meOclng provisions for boxing In colleges,
Y.M.C.A., Veterans' Organizations, etc. It, however, failed
to specify boxing In schools.
Missouri was similar to Florida In that the state law
made provision for wrestling In schools, but not for boxing
It ' t
The fourth question. Which states determine whether or
not high school boxing is permitted "by Common Law ?, is
1/
answered hy the results appearing in Table 5.
Five (5) states are placed in this category. They are
as follows: Arizona, Horth Carolina, Oregon, South Carolina,
and Vermont*
Vermont does not have a statute referring to boxing.
Arizona, South Carolina and Oregon have boxing commissions
and supervisors for each county. These county supervisors
determine whether or not boxing in high school prevails.
ITorth Carolina does not have any provisions for
amateur boxing* However, according to the letter from
Mr* C* W. Beokwith on page 41 of this study, it would seem
that the common law allows boxing in that state in that a
state high school boxing tournament is held annually*
T/ See Appendix, page 72.
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THE CONCLUSIOirS
The writer concludes that of the forty-eight states,
thirty-two (32) are not at variance with the law in regard
to "boxing in the high schools. Twenty- two (S2) out of
these thirty-two (32) states have provisions in their
statutes for boxing in the secondary schools. Eleven (11)
states imply in their statutes that interschool boxing
is prohibited. Five (5) of the states determine whether
or not boxing is permitted in high schools by Common Law.
While it does not seem feasible at present to inaugurate
any nation-wide legislation forbidding or allowing high
school boxing, it does seem advisable to investigate the
merits or defects of present legislation in geographical
sections where high school boxing is flourishing.
The challenge of instituting nation-wide legislation
to permit high school boxing is primarily one that only
the people themselves can determine, if they want to keep
this nation ruggedly conditioned to meet our aggressors.
Boxing is the essence of the fighting man. Through
time immemorial it has been used to train, harden,
and discipline men for military purposes. For that
reason, boxing was given a prominent place in the
list of those sports chosen by ITaval Aviation to help
produce fighting flyers.
The value of boxing is not in the skill that is
acquired, although that, too, has real value for
hand-to-hand combat, but because it quickly ac-
climates the body and mind to the violence and
shock so foreign to modem-day youth, yet so ab-
solutelv essential to fighting men. 1/
l/ naval Aviatlbii Training Manual
,
orrioe or tne Chiey or
IJaval Operations, U.S. ITavy, 1947, "Boxing, "page VII.
(
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
Problems for future research that have oome to the
writer's attention are as follows :
1. Investigation of the merits or defects of present
Intersohool boxing programs.
S« Survey to determine the number of high schools
in the United States actually conducting inter-
sohool boxing programs.
3. Comparative study of three or five hundred
former high school or college pugilists who
have won letters, to determine what effect,
if any, boxing has had on their careers*
{8 '^©ti-i
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Letter Sent to Attorney-Generals at all State Capitols
18 Glendale Road
Milton, 86, Mass.
September 23, 1946
Dear Attorney-General :
I am conducting a survey to determine
the "boxing laws of the forty-eight states In regard to high
school boxing, In order to find out which states allow or
•
forbid Interschool boxing In their high schools.
It certainly would be appreciated If
you would send me a copy of the boxing law of your state,
and any other Information that you may have at hand In
regard to the subject* I am enclosing a self-addressed
envelope for your convenience.
This effort Is being carried out as a
thesis In connection with my graduate study at Boston
University. Furthermore, I am encouraged by Dr. John M.
Harmon, Director of Athletics, Boston University, to believe
that this survey will serve a real need In serving the best
interests of the high school boys of America.
Thank you very much for your cooperation.
Yours truly,
William F. Duffy
P.S. I would be glad to send you a copy of my findings
pertaining to the laws In all the states.

Table 2« States in wMoh Interschool Bozlng Is not at
Variance with the Law.
I
1* Alabama 17. Montana
2. Arkansas 18. Nebraska
3* California 19. Uevada
4* Colorado 20. Few Hampshire
5« Cozmeotiout 21. Few Jersey
6* Georgia 2S. Few Mexico
^* Idaho 23. Few York
6* Illinois 24. Forth Dakota
9* Indiana Pennsylvania
^ 10. Kansas 26. Rhode Island
;
Il- Kentucky 27. South Dakota
ls. Louisiana 28. Texas
13, Maryland 29. Virginia
14. Michigan 30. Washington
15. Minnesota** 31. West Virginia
16. Mississippi 32. Wisconsin
Minnesota** included in this category because their minimum
age limit of sixteen years would make boxing practical in
the senior high school.
I
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Table 3. States Whloh Make Provisions In their Statutes
for Boxing in the Secondary Schools.
!• California 12, Fevada
2. Colorado 13, Few Hampshire
3. Connecticut 14. ITew Mexico
4. Georgia 15. Few York
5. Idaho 16. North Dakota
6. Illinois 17. Pennsylvania
7. Kentucky 18. Rhode Island
8. Michigan 19. South Dakota
9. Mississippi 20. Texas
10. Montana 21. Virginia
11. ITehraska 22. Wisconsin
Comment: It should he noted that, although the State Law
makes provisions for boxing in high schools, it does not
necessarily mean that the policy of the state's high school
athletic association is in accord.
• •
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Table 4, States Which Imply in their Statutes that
Intersohool Boxing is Prohibited.
**1» Delaware
£. Florida
3. Iowa
**4. Massachusetts
*5* Maine
6. Missouri
?• Ohio
8* Oklahoma
9* Tennessee
*** 10. Utah
11 • Wyoming
* Seventeen years fl7) minimum age limit for contestants.
** Eighteen years flB) minimum age limit for contestants.
*** Eighteen years fl8) minimum age limit for contestant,
unless consent is given by parents.
.4* ei
Table 5« States Whloh Determine Whether or not High School
Boxing is permitted by Common Law,
Arizona ** 4. South Carolina
***2. ITorth Carolina *5. Vermont
**3. Oregon
* Uo state statutes referring to "boxing.
** Jurisdlotion of boxing determined by Cotmty
Commissioners
*** Common Law allows high school boxing. See page 41.
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